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ABSTRACTIn this work we present an ovelV1ew of the desIgn phIlosophy Each hierarchical level represents an abstraCtlOl1 Ut UtC

followed in DAME. We are postulating that systems are given desIgn problem. As the levels are transversed. the

composed of interconnected components whose properties abstraction of the desIgn Is refined. untIl. at the last level.
are represented as collections of instantiations of standard the complete design is fomled. Each hierarchical level

templates. This gives us the opportunity to desIgn with the manipulates objects which represent the system's concept

reference to these standards. and as a result we employ very of the design requirement at the particular abstraction level.

few and generic rules. A specific example of the desIgn of the Our basic tenet has been that the interface sIgnals found in

bus arbitration subsystem is presented to Illustrate our various microprocessor families. follow a limited number

approach. of well defined protocols for information exchange. This

information is given both descriptively and quantitatively

I. Introduction as t1m1ng diagrams by the manufacturers of the component.

In many systems' design problems. the lack of We have devised a three-tier representation: events and
comprehensive theory of system integration and design transitions. control and data protocols. and capabIlities 18).

choices. has led to a more or less empirical set of rules. which The components. descriptions include references to these
an experienced desIgner can draw upon in order to give an basic protocols for infomlation exchange. which are

optimum solution to a given problem. instantiated for each component.

Knowledge-Based systems have recently proliferated in The inclusion of the references to these basic protocols in

several fields. These systems play the dual role of the description of our components provides a powerful model

categorizing and cod1fy1ng expert knowledge. and then using in that we are able to cany out the desIgn process by

this knowledge in order to solve time consuming and/or employing a limited number of general rules which are

challenging problems. Examples can be drawn from several specific to the protocols used. The abstract desIgns obtained

diverse fields such as computer system configuration 19. 21. thus. are then instantiated according to the individual

geological explDration 1 4 I. VLSI design 110. 11 I. etc. components used.

DAME (Design Automation of Microprocessor-based in this work. we are presenting our method for the specIfiC
systems. usIng an Expert system approach) 1 7 .8 lis an expert case of desIgning the bus arbitration subsystem. Thus. in

system capable of configuring and designing a customized section 2 we are presentIng the basic principles of a bus

microprocessor system from original specifications. operation. in section 3 we are presenting the desIgn of the
We postulate that such an expert system. can be easily abstract interfaces whIle section 4 discusses the structure of

constructed. since most of the interfaces used by the various the knowledge base. and present an example of the design
microprocessors and related peripherals are standardIzed. obtained by our system. Finally we conclude in section 5.

Thus. once the gross structure of the desIgn and the modules
comprising it have been chosen. their interconnection is 2. The Bus Cmlcept.

fairly straight-forward. Working computer systems comprise several interconnected
DAME comprises a library of available components the rule modules that include processors, memory and 1/0. These

base. and the user interface. The rule base uses inf~rmation modules communicate through private or s~ared
from the library in order to choose the appropriate communication links. These links are temled "buses. and

components and to eventually produce a valid design. a system. depending on its structure, may include several.

The library of components incorporates such diverse Buses may be spec1allzed. The private CPU bus is opt1mlzed

information as names. signal protocols and tlming. to provide efficient communication with coprocessors

packaging and avallabll1ty. and/ or cache. The system bus provides access to peripherals.
We have chosen the frame paradIgm 1 13 I to organize this system memory and may be shared by a number of masters.

diverse information. This was necessitated because of the Buses may be physically l1m1ted within a module or span

diversity and repeatability of the informatiod. In several modules.
addition. several expert system tools provide a well behaved The introduction of numerous processor families and

frame development envlronment2. associated peripherals. has necessitated the standardIzation
DAME organizes the desIgn process into a hierarch y of bus desIgns so that subsystems can be easily desIgned and

integrated 1 3 I.
consisting of the following phases: (1) DesIgn Specification:(2) ConfIguration; (3) Behavior Description: (4) Functional Modem buses incorporate advanced protocols and

Block DesIgn. (5) Immplementation and Integration. technology so that efficient bus utilIzation and optimum

.transfer rates are achieved 1 5 ).

2.1 Masters and Slaves
tThis research Is supported by the Natural Sciences and Modules utilizing a bus are characterized as masters and/or

Engineering Research Council of Canada through a strategic grant slaves as well as requestors or responders.

'There Is for exarnple a limited number of different signal Bus masters can obtain'the use of the bus and initiate data

protocols that are to be found across the various components with transfers. whIle bus slaves. .partIcipate in a transaction if

slIght variations of name and signal polarity. requested bya master. A requestor requests selV1ces. whIle

2Knowledge CraftTM uses schemata to structure its data. a responder responds to such requests.

Knowledge Craft Is a trade mark of Carnegle Group Inc.



2.2 ~ Unes Normally, a bus provides a protocol through which a single
Buses are collections of pathways canying both infonnation master module can be determin d t tim b
and control. In addition. well defined protocols manage the adhering to the bus protocol is at~c~ed ~~ the ~"u~i~e:t:
orderly access and information transfer. a dedicated module or it is distributed amon theBus pathways are divided into the following general participating modules. 9

categories. A bus m~y contain some or all of the pathway Modules capable of requesting the bus adhere to the requestor
categories. These are. part of the protocol, while the arbiter adheres to the
Address lines. These lines allow the current master of the responder part of the protocol.
bus to select one of the slave modules in order to establish a There are but a few choices of such protocols. They are
communication path. Some buses support separate memory distinguished as two or three signal arbitration protoc 15aOO 110 addressing. Arbitration structures can be centralized or distributed o .

Data lines. These are the lines that carry the actual.
infonnation. The width of the data path is a fundamental ~
parameter of a bus. Some buses include extra lines for error > ~
checking. In some buses. data and addresses are time
multiplexed over the same pathways. BR*
Control lines. These specify the direction. width and bytes
that will be valid in the data transfer, the type of address
and possibly the type of protocol.
Status lines. These carry error codes or status infonnation. BG*
Arbitration lines. The function of these lines is to prevent
simultaneous use of the bus by two masters. and to schedule
the requests from multiple masters.
Interrupt lines. These lines allow slaves to request service BGAC
from a particular master.
Serial lines. It is becoming common practice to include one
or more serial lines for local networking and diagnosis. DATA TRANSFER BUS
rD lines. Several buses now include lines that permit the
assJgIUnent of unique addresses to daughterboards.
Timing lines. Implement the transfer protocol: they include
strobes syncs and clocks., .Figure 2. 3-signal Bus Arbitration Protocol (responder part
2.3 Bus protocols. e.g. MC68000).
The method used by the bus for Signaling the valid use of a Figures 1. and 2. illustrate the 2-signal and 3-signal
bus is called bus protocol. A classification scheme of the bus arbitration protocols through their timlng diagrams.
protocols by Stone [ 12 1 is the following: The 2-signal requestor protocol is a fully responsive
Synchronous. The modules involved in a transaction use a asynchronous handshake protocol [ 6 1 between REg. and
common clock to time all the signals involved. Setup time, ACK.. REg. is an output signalindicat1ng. when asserted. a
hold time. and signal skew are important in a synchronous request to use the bus. and when negated the end of the CWTent
design. This approach is simple to understand. implement. bus ~ ACK. is an input signal that when asserted infonns
and test. However when slow devices are connected to the the device that the bus is available, and when negated that
bus. the performance is degraded. the transaction is terminated.
Asynchronous. These protocols are self-timed. As a result, In the corresponding 2-signal responder part. the same ~.
fast and slow devices can share the bus without any special and ACK. signals are present, but in their dual rOle. REg. is
hardware. However the interface is more complicated. an input to the arbiter indicating. when asserted, that there
Although the trend in recent years has favored asynchronous is at least one requesting device. while the ACK. is an output
buses [ 14.11. some of the latest hlgh-perforrnance designs indicating when asserted that the bus is available for the
are synchronous (NuBus. etc.J [ 51. next master to use.
Semisynchronous. This hybrid protocol combines the The 3-signal Bus Arbitration protocol [ 6 lis more involved.
synchronous and asynchronous protocols. In this case only The input signal BR. indicates. when asserted, that an
if the slave cannot respond fast enough, it will assert a WAlT external device is requesting the bus. The arbiter responds
signal: otherwise the operation is synchronous. to this request by asserting 00. if BGACK. is not active (which

indicates that the previous fully responsive asynchronous
3.0 Bus Arbitration Interface Design transaction has ended). The external arbitration mechanism
In the subsequent. we shall address the problem of designing then has to decide which device is to take the bus. Once one
a bus based system comprising a number of masters sharing device is selected, it must release BR. and it has to walt until
a common bus. the bus is available (BA V. asserted) before starting using the

bus. The device informs that it is the owner of the bus by
asserting BGACK.. As it was mentioned before, 00. and
BGACK. follow a fully responsive asynchronous handshake
protocol. Finally the selected device signals the end of its
transaction by negating BGACK..

REO* The power of the 3-signal arbitration protocol lies to the
fact that the detennination of the new master can proceed
while the previous master is st1l1 using the bus, speeding thus
the transactions on the bus.

ACK* ~ Modules utilize interface blocks specifically tailored to the
protocol of the bus used. As an example. we shall present the
structure of a system. where several master modules share a
bus employing a 3-signal arbitration protocol. We shall

DATA TRANSFER BUS assume that the bus is driven bya 3-signal arbiter. and that
the modules are arranged in a daisy chain reflecting their

F1guIe I. 2-signal Bus Arbitration Protocol (Requestor part). relative priorities.



This example reflects the structure of systems which The sequential machInes necessary for the generation of the
Inco orate a VME bus, an MC680XX processor as the lowest correct s1gnals are given In FIgs. 4. and 5. These being Moore

rp t d b arbiter and several DMA devices. machInes. have states which are associated dIrectly With
priority mas er an us. the state of the sIgnal they control. State O indk:ates a negated

3.1 A S-slgnal multi-master system example. sIgnal. state I Indicates an asserted sIgnal.
2- and 3-slgnal modules are Interfaced In a daisy chaIned As It can be seen (Fig. 4a). the bus request (~-OUI11s
fashion to a 3-slgnal arbitration bus. The general structure asserted by the Interface In case that the corresponding
of the system Is gIven In FIg. 3. module Is requestIng (~-IN asserted). the grant Is

propagated If the correspondIng module Is not requesting
.."Iter (FIg. 4b) while the grant Is "arrested" by the Interface block

bus-rn,., and acknowledged In case that the module Is requestIng.

grant-ack 4.0 Representation
request Components are represented as networks of schemata. These

networks are In the form of a tree that Incorporates In
subtrees the description of the participatIng protocols.
As It has been described In earlier works ( 7.81. there exist

grant but a 1Im1ted number of protocols. and the protocol subtrees
(three-~al Incorporated In the semantic networks of the component

protoco are Instantiations of these well defined protocols.
FIgure 6. presents a partial semantic network of the
description of the MC68000 component With the emphasis
on the bus arbitration protocol. The bus arbitration
capability comprises both a requestor and a responder

~erl --ea protocols. These protocols are related through IS-A relations
(two-slgnal (three-slgnal to the protocol templates that defIne them.
protocol) protocol)

f Sem.nUc --
Figure 3. The structure O a multl-master system. network

The prImary responsibility of an Interface module. Is to ~ -~
propagate the grant In a daIsy chaIn fashion and to -In.~ce I.-. ---oor-
acknowledge the grant when It Is receIved and while the ---h.~;I~ -

request from theIr correspondIng master Is asserted. ---"-F-- 18- ~ c
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Figure 6. The partial network of schemata describIng the
MC68000 component.

4. I Design Knowledge ~
The desIgn knowledge base Is structured In clusters of rules
perta1ning to specIfic aspects of the desIgn. The desIgn process
Is organized In a hierarchical manner (81 and proceeds

c. through a contInuous refinement of the structures arrived
at the previous layers of the hierarchy. Clusters of rules at

Figure 4. The sequential machines comprisIng Interface 1. particular layers are activated to carry the desIgn forward.
For example. In the functional block desIgn layer. there exist
clusters of rules dealing with the design of the arbItration

grant grant-out subsystem. FIgure 7 presents such a cluster of rules.
ConsIstent with the design philosophy of DAME. these rules
apply to abstract design necessitated by the presence of
particular types of protocols In the participating modules
rather than the specIfic Instantiations of the protocols. The
knowledge base Is capable of instantiating the abstract
desIgn based on the Instantiations of the protocols in the
modules.
This technique of abstraction. allows us to use but a lImited

a. b. number of powerfu~ general rules rather than a plethora of
specific rules which apply to specific Instances of

Figure 5. The sequential machines comprising Interface 2 participating components.
lACK and REQ-IN are wired directly to GACK and ~-our Interface blocks are produced complete with the description
respectively) .of theIr function and theIr Interconnection.



Subsequent layers (implementation layer) are responsible functions and interconnections.
of implementing the functionality of these blocks in a Needless to say that this examp)r; exercised oile of the clusters
particular technology .namely the one dealing with the daisy chain design. Other

clusters deal with priority allocation (both static and
rotating) for both 2 and 3-signal protocols.

us Arbitration 5 O Co clus1ons

Interface. n

design rules In this work. we presented our deSIgn approach in DAME. In
-; particular. we concentrated in discussing the structure of a

bus arbitration subsystem and presented the rule base that
accomplishes the same desIgn.
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